
Our Story
Established in 1991, INSPIRABUILD   was founded by a team of skilled 
craftsmen, focusing on fine woodworking and cabinetry. Maintaining its 
standard of excellence and utilizing 30 years of experience, INSPIRABUILD 
has developed the Arrange collection with one goal in mind: to create superior 
quality furnishing solutions for every budget and for spaces of all sizes.

The Arrange closet line was built to empower the customer to design, 
assemble, and install their own custom furniture solutions.

Proudly manufactured in USA by P: 706.781.2982
E: orders@winsett.com

143 Studio One Road 
Young Harris, GA. 30582

Follow us on social for news,
updates, and inspiration!
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Explore the collections

Superior quality for every space
and every budget.
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SHELF

UPPER CLOSET MODULES

WIDTHS: 450mm (17 11/16”)
600mm (23 5/8”)
750mm (29 1/2”)

HEIGHT: 1200mm (47 1/4”)
DEPTH: 300mm (11 13/16”)

*Available in three widths
DIMENSIONS

Perfect for hanging clothes. Adjustable 
shelving and hanging rods available.

BASE CLOSET MODULES

WIDTHS: 450mm (17 11/16”)
600mm (23 5/8”)
750mm (29 1/2”)

HEIGHT: 900mm (35 7/16”)
DEPTH: 300mm (11 13/16”)

*Available in three widths
DIMENSIONS

Adjustable shelves to create the 
perfect height for any items.

DEEP BASE CLOSET MODULES

WIDTHS: 450mm (17 11/16”)
600mm (23 5/8”)
750mm (29 1/2”)

HEIGHT: 900mm (35 7/16”)
DEPTH:   450 mm (17 11/16”)

*Available in three widths
DIMENSIONS

Deeper cabinet units offers larger 
drawers and counter top space.

ACCESSORIES
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White White Oak
shop the
collection

Free your closet with customizable 
options that fit your needs 

and your personal style. Natural Oak Soft Edges BASE, TOP,
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Starting with
the basics...

VALET ROD

Industry standard dowl assembly system. No visible 
hardware. Components are pre drilled. Assembly only 
requires a hammer and phillip’s screwdriver.

Assembly
is simple.

FINISHES

TIE/SCARF RACK

BELT/SCARF RACK

All pieces are available as single modules: 
upper, base or deep base. Each module can 
be paired together and customized, allowing 
for maximum arrangement flexibility.

Customize to fit
your changing space
and wardrobe!Arrange offers a collection of customizable pieces 

that will transform any space into a beautiful, 
functional area. Every component has been 
standardized for flexible arrangements, allowing 
each piece to work on its own or be combined 
with others to fit your space.

All cases are finished in white for a clean and 
sophisticated look. With three finish choices 
for the tops, drawers and door faces (Natural 
Oak, White Oak, White), your Arrange closet 
can be designed to compliment any room.

Great style
doesn’t have
to be difficult.


